
 
 
 

 

 
Bold subhead to appear here
Here is an example of 325 words of text set in eleven and 
one half point type size. This text will explain in detail 
all about the industry innovations made by the company 
featured in this advertisement. It is advised that no more 
than four products be featured. Each innovative product 
should be clearly identified, along with a short paragraph 
describing product features.  
 
If a participating company wishes to feature only one or 
two of its products, then longer text descriptions can be 
used. The total word count for the page body text should 
not exceed 325. This does not include the headline, 
nor does it include the contact info which will appear 
beneath logo. 

 

Bold subhead to  
appear here
The headline should be no 
longer than two decks and will 
appear in the space provided 
above the body text. Here is 
an example of 325 words of 
text that is set in eleven  
and one half point type size. 
This text will explain in  
 

 

detail all about the industry innovations made by the  
company featured in this advertisement. It is advised 
that no more than four products be featured here.  
 
Each innovative product should be clearly identified, 
along with a short paragraph describing the many 
features and benefits of the product. A short subhead 
introducing each new product is suggested. If  
provided, subheads are blue. If a participating 
company wishes to feature only one or two of its  
products, longer text is allowed. 

 
 
 
 
 

Bold subhead to appear here
The total word count for the page body text should 
not exceed 325. This does not include the headline, 
nor does it include the contact info which will appear 
under the logo. The headline should be no longer than 
two decks. 
 
Here’s what 325 set in eleven and one half point type 
sizelooks like. This text will explain in detail all about 
the industry innovations made by the company fea-
tured in this profile.

Headline text of Industry Innovations Profile will appear here 

COMPANY LOGO

sales@namecompany.com | 800-123-4567 
www.namecompany.com

Company Photo headquarters or interior

Manager name and title

New Product or Process Photo

A DV ER T I S EM EN T

OPTIONAL QR  
CODE FOR  

PRINT READERS


